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Is there life after death?
When we die, is it the end, or is there life after death? A special report this week recounts the experiences of people, clinically dead, who viewed their bodies from above and tells what happened before their spirits returned to their bodies and to life. It begins on Page 76.

The Libs go West
This week the Federal conference of the Liberal Party of Australia ended in Perth. Its delegates met there in an atmosphere of some tension, heightened by the forthcoming Victorian elections on May 5. What was achieved, and who played the key roles? Peter Samuel begins his report on Page 22.

The long road home
Since the Vietnamese takeover of Kampuchea, the restrictive and far-flung communes of Pol Pot have been freed. Two top foreign correspondents have been in Kampuchea, and they report on the plight of the villagers under a cloud which still threatens — China. See Page 70.

A jockey with the whip hand
They call him "Roy the Boy," but in the world of the turf Roy Higgins is a giant. No one rides higher in the saddle or in public esteem than this man who has dominated the Australian turf scene. What drives him, and in turn spurs his mounts? Tess Lawrence's profile begins on Page 50.

Stocks won't pay if you delay
People who invest in shares mustn't put them away for years in the bottom drawer. They must trade them relentlessly, constantly turning them over, if they hope to have any chance of reaping big profits. David Haselhurst has some top-drawer advice on how to achieve this, beginning on Page 62.